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Abstract
With one of the oldest traditional societies, India has a rich heritage of
traditional knowledge passed on between generations through folklore and
orality. This orality is often constructed around the agrarian life containing
nature’s events, daily life problems and extraordinary climatic observations
by the people. This study is focused on the perspectives on drought and
water scarcity as described in folklore in different parts of India.
Keywords: Drought, Traditional Ecological Knowledge, Folklore, Indian
Orality, Disaster

1. Introduction
Natural disasters have always been challenging occurrence to human
civilization. These extreme events have lasting impact on the society,
particularly the drought as it affects the basic requirements for life such as
water, food and fodder. Disasters are defined by their impact on society and
environment. Disasters are social phenomena that occur when a community
suffers exceptional levels of disruption and loss due to natural processes or
technological accidents (Smith and Petley, 2009).
The historical context of disasters is important to study the local and
social response to it. These responses are also responsible for the survival
and progress of human society. Therefore, inter-generational transfer of
knowledge plays important role in the progress of human civilization.
Before recording techniques came in to practice, oral traditions were the
main source of knowledge transfer. Orality, especially proverbs and folklore
are some of the main vehicles of inter-generational transfer of traditional
knowledge. This is, in turn compiled through observations of recurring
1
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events or even historical events and transferred in form of stories.
Indigenous knowledge is acquired through direct experience, constituting an
integral part of culture (Leclerc et al., 2013).
Indigenous knowledge and local traditions that conveyed through orality
are found in every community around the world. It is often expressed as
folklores, folksongs and the cultural customs. Traditional belief and
practices serve as potential resources that help strengthen the resilience of
the traditional communities to disasters (Paulraj and Andharia, 2015).
Folklores regarding drought conditions and famines can be found in
almost all ancient societies. Aztec folklores too have climate related folk
tale about ‘one rabbit’ corresponding to the situation of extreme drought
condition.
The tree-ring data from Mexico validate the occurrence and timing of
drought years described in these folk tradition (Therrell, Stahle, and Soto,
2004). Japanese folk traditions too have predictive folk tales referring to the
occurrence of drought. As studied by (Bender, 2013), if “Yu-Bird” is seen
by people, it is an omen of a great drought throughout the world.”
African folklores on drought are also predictive and explanatory.
Adeleke (2013) has narrated an African story, depicting rain and drought as
person. Among Pedi, a South African tribe, it is believed that a drought in a
village might be caused by the conflicts amongst the residents in the village
(Semenya, 2013).

2. Disaster and Indian Oral Traditions
Indian oral tradition includes epics like Vedas to localized proverbs and
folklore. Every aspect of the culture has imprints of these traditions. Owing
to influence of Sanskrit on Indian languages, many oral traditions and
cultural practices are Pan-Indian due to interactive and dynamic social
system that exchanges and interacts. For instance, some sayings in Kashmir
and Kannada have been found to have similarities. A proverb, a riddle, a
joke, a story, a remedy, or a recipe circulates every time it is told. These oral
traditions cross linguistic boundaries any time a bilingual tells it or hears it
(Ramanujan, 1999). Due to the linguistic root and spiritual similarity,
identical oral traditions are found across India with roots in Hindu epics and
cultural practices.
Even a layman in India uses complex philosophical terms like Karma
with ease. Proverbs, local terms and folklore are intricately woven into
traditional religious believes, sometimes considered taboo. But these oral
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traditions such as proverbs, local terms and folklore play pivotal role in
conserving natural resources. As observed by Ray, Ramachandra and
Chandran (2010), throughout India, local indigenous communities from
immemorial time understood the importance of sacred groves for livelihood
and nature’s conversion. This understanding was based on numerous local
customs, folklore, social and religious taboos.
Due to its geographical positioning and population base, India
experiences tremendous amount of environmental problems and natural
hazards. However, religion is a potential resource for raising people’s
consciousness about these problems (Narayanan, 2001). Rituals, proverbs
and other oral traditions are the treasures of indigenous knowledge and
communication. Examples of indigenous knowledge of climate change and
disaster prediction has helped tribal communities cope with drought and
flood situations in Rajasthan (Paulraj and Andharia, 2015).
The dynamic nature of folklore and the diversity present in India could
make such exploratory studies highly promising and rewarding (Handoo,
1996). Along with the existing modern approach towards disaster
management, the oral traditions can provide valuable local traditional
information.
Gupta and
Singh (2011) have suggested systematic
integration of cultural heritage and traditional technology, skills and local
knowledge systems within the environment and development as effective
means of reducing the impact of disasters as central needs for developing
countries like India.
In drought prone areas like Bundelkhand region of Uttar Pradesh, Hindu
spirituality has become part of the coping strategy for the farmers. In this
region, most of the farmers conduct traditional prayers by reciting the holy
Ram Charit-Manas and perform Yagnya. Farmers of Bundelkhand strongly
believe that after reciting Ram Charit-Manas there will be rain (Sankhala et
al., 2016).
The historical account of Indian society explains the spiritual origin of
social response towards natural calamities (Vatsyayan, 1992, Junghare,
2017). History has shown that India and its cultural tradition survived in the
face of constant invasions by people or machines, natural disasters, drought,
famine, and tsunamis. (Junghare, 2017) In this study on India’s diversity,
Junghare (2017) has credited resilience of society to the accommodative
nature of Indian spirituality which entails acceptance of people irrespective
of race, gender and ethnicity. The resilience of Indian society is deeply
rooted in spirituality. History has shown that India and its cultural traditions
survived to constant invasions by people or machines and natural disasters
(Junghare, 2017).
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Vatsyayan (1992) has studied the importance of ecology in Indian
mythological literature and traditional literature. In context of water and its
scarcity, the story of the Ganga River descending on earth has been told in
Indian folklores. Prevailing drought conditions made Bhagiratha to
undertake great austerities to bring the heavenly Ganga to earth. He was
sorely in need of water to appease and gratify the ashes and souls of his
deceased forefathers who had perished in a similar natural catastrophe of
drought (Vatsyayan, 1992). Story of Bhagiratha could be found in almost
every Indian language, including the folklores and proverb. Hindi proverb,
‘Bhagirath Prayas’ (Efforts of Bhagirath) originated from the same story,
and it is used to explain the great deal of effort for a greater purpose. This
popular Hindi term Bhagirath prayas describes valiant efforts or difficult
achievements of a person (Jain, Agarwal and Singh, 2007).
In continuation of ancient India’s oral tradition, some communities in
Afghanistan practice the water and rain related prophesies. Among ‘pagan
Kalasha’ people who live on the border east of Afghanistan, the rainbow is
regarded as the bow (Indradyumna; Indron) of the great warrior and rain god
Indra (Witzel, 2015).
In context of creating framework for disaster management, indigenous
knowledge can play vital role in facilitating disaster risk reduction (Pareek
and Trivedi, 2011). As drought brings in the period of scarcity and stress for
agriculture, natural resources and availability of food decrease, the role of
indigenous knowledge becomes more crucial. This inter-generational
knowledge tradition is based up on local cumulative experience (Leclerc et
al., 2013, Paulraj and Andharia 2015). Farming-related proverbs play very
important role in transferring agriculture technological knowledge. Most of
these proverbs are transmitted through speech and certain families are
specialized in agricultural proverbs (Singh and Dorjey, 2004). These
families belong to the cultivator communities, village head or the teachers’
family.
India’s culture is rich with folk traditions, each with a long history, and
many of these traditions continue to thrive and proliferate. Vedas and
Panchatantra are the largest oral traditions that are known world-wide.
Many other oral traditions with origins in India can be found in Africa,
Europe and throughout Asia (Claus and Korom, 1991).
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3. History of Droughts and Famines in India
Despite its vast natural resources, droughts in India have been a recurring
phenomenon since pre-historic time. Droughts have not only disrupted the
local communities but have also caused highest mortality. Right from the
earliest oral traditions like Veda and Panchatantra to folklore and folksongs
of most recent origin, all have included detailed explanation of
environmental disasters like drought. Seasonal proverbs widespread across
the country are based upon the Hindu calendar and show an underlying
uniformity.
Folklores have been source of record for drought and famines that have
occurred in India for centuries (Das, 2005). Farmers’ experiences
accumulated into knowledge are preserved in the form of folklores and folk
songs intermingled in their socio-cultural set-up (Tripathi and Singh, 2013).
Earliest historical records have cited several famines causing mass
mortality. Year 1709 saw a widespread famine in India. Again, in 1768–71,
northern and eastern India experienced droughts which resulted in high
mortality, counting up to 10 million people (Grove, 2007). Later in the 19th
and 20th centuries, the northern part of India faced several famines. Stories
about colonial exploitations by British raj are found in local orality.
Naithani (2001) narrates one of those stories in form of a rumour.
Documentation and studies in early nineteenth century help in systematic
understanding of Indian oral traditions. Christian (1891), Rouse (1895),
Crooke (1896) and Mitra (1897) did pioneering work in documenting the
oral and ceremonial tradition related to rain, agriculture and society. These
studies are instrumental in understanding the change and continuity of oral
tradition pertaining to agricultural drought and water stress situation in an
agrarian society.
Some of the studies also found the demon of drought and losing
importance of Indra as God of rain. Crooke (1896) mentions Vritra or Ahi
the demon who caused the drought. The old weather god was Indra, who
wars with Vritra or Ahi, the dragon demon of drought; whom he compels to
dispense the rain. Indra lost his prominence in due course of time and he has
been replaced by a special rain god, Dalbhyeswara (Crooke, 1896).
However, in many local folktales and folksongs, Indra continued to be the
God of rains.
Indian orality related to agriculture, rains and natural calamity is based
on observations by several generations. This historical context of Indian
orality has a causative effect on folklores, folksongs, proverbs and saying.
These traditional environmental knowledge systems are important tools for
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environmental conservation and disaster management. In an important way,
indigenous knowledge serves to empower local communities by valuing
local knowledge (Briggs, 2005). An informal classification of these oral
traditions can be done to understand the different phases of drought.

4. Predictive Folklores and Proverbs
Prediction of a multi-dimensional hazard like drought is very important
for coping mechanism. Folklores from Rajasthan, where drought is very
frequent, include the prediction based on weather, animal behaviour,
vegetation, colour of clouds. These predictions support the early warnings
issued by the elders to enable the community to cope with the anticipated
natural hazard (Pareek and Trivedi, 2011).
Verities of practices are adapted at community level to predict onset of a
natural disaster. The Konyak community of Nagaland uses chicken and an
egg for making predictions of natural disasters, harvest results, rains etc.
(Paulraj and Andharia, 2015).
In General, Indian folktales and
proverbs related to prediction of agricultural drought are based on the
observations of weather event during month or Nakshatra (fortnight) based
on Hindu calendar.

Figure 1 - Months and the seasons according to the Hindu Calendar. Adopted from Doctor,
(1986).
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A study on Gujarati sayings by Doctor (1986) classifies agriculture
related proverbs as predictive sayings. Predictive sayings within the
framework of Hindu calendar are primarily of two types: weather and
astrological (Doctor, 1986). Among these sayings, he found that drought
and the misery it brings about receives less mention. This might be because
people find it a taboo describing the terrible situations caused by drought.
As illustrated in Figure 1, Hindu calendar and corresponding seasons are
basis of predictive orality in every part of India. Proverbs, folksongs contain
many observations based on this calendar.
Drought-related sayings composed by the poet, Ghagh are very popular
among agricultural communities of north India, specially the Gangetic
plains. Predictive proverbs from Bihar are also based on the observation of
weather according to Hindu months. For example:
Sawan Sukla saptami, udai jo dekhe bhan,
Turn jao piya Malwa, ham jaibo Multan.
[When seventh day of Lunar month of Shrawan (second month of
monsoon), cloudless morning is observed, it is a sure sign of upcoming
drought. My dear, you go to Malwa, I am going to Multan (let us leave the
country)!] (Christian, 1891).
This saying from Bihar was recorded by John Christian (1891). It is a
modified proverb from Ghagh’s work and added the seasonal migration part
as consequence of drought.
Marathi proverbs and sayings also based on the Hindu calendar and
climatic observations.
Falavani ale ani talavani gheuna gele
[Falva came and washed away the tank-water] (Manwaring, 1899). When
it rains before the beginning of the monsoon season, it takes away even
remaining water from the pond.
Na padatila chitra tara bhftta milena pitra
[If the Chitra rain does not fall, there will be no rice for ancestors]
(Manwaring, 1899).
Na lagati magha tara varati bagha
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[If the Magha rains don’t fall, look up. Without its rain the farmer may sit
and stare into space.]
Purva Main Mat Ropa Bhaiya. Ak Dhan Atharah Paiya.
[Paddy transplantation should not during Purva constellation. If it is done
during this period, there won’t be enough yields and most of the crop would
be wasted].

5. Drought impact proverbs and folklore
Studies by Singh and Dorjey (2004), Tripathi and Singh (2013) have
highlighted the significance of Ghagh’s sayings in shaping up agricultural
knowledge, perception and anticipation of farmers for weather phenomenon.
A proverb from Bihar explains the stress on farmer during drought:
Kheti kaillnjlye la, bail bikaile biye la.
[I took to husbandry to gain a livelihood, but the bullocks were sold for
seed!].
This proverb is said when one exhausts his livelihood means in gaining
an end, a misfortune which literally happens in seasons of drought
(Christian, 1891).
Gujarati proverbs predictive of drought:
Sravanna sarda, Parda, Bhadarvani heli;
jo ek varas nahi avu to raiyat bane gheli.
['Intermittent showers in Sravan, steady rain in Bhadarvi; if these rains
come one year, the people can go mad.’] (Christian, 1891).
Drought- related folklore and proverbs from Kalahandi, Odisha is studied
by Mishra (2011). These oralities from Kalahandi, one of the poorest
districts of Odisha, explain the understanding of drought in the context of
sustenance and livelihood among the local population.
Judh bele pithir bhai, akal bele duhagai
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[‘A brother in the battle and a milk-yielding cow in a drought are
helpful.’] (Mishra, 2011). This proverb highlights the importance of
livestock in drought situation.
Garibar kaje akal, mahajanar kaje sukal
‘Drought is a problem for the poor and an opportunity for exploitation for
the money-lender’ (Mishra, 2011). This proverb describes that while
drought is stressful for the poor, it is an opportunity of exploitation by local
money lenders during drought. The proverb underlines the importance of
credit availability during drought.
A folksong from Kalahandi too highlights migration as a coping
mechanism during drought.
Dalkhaire;
desare kala akala
Ghara duara chhadi bidese ghara
Dalkhaire peta kaje harabara.
[O leaf eater, drought occurred in the country. Sent us abroad, beyond
homeland, Unrest for belly, O leaf eater.].
The saying depicts that drought has forced the residents of Kalahandi and
Bolangir districts of Odisha to migrate and settle down in Raipur town of
Chhattisgarh, where a slum is known as Raipur ka Narak (the hell of
Raipur) (Mishra, 2011), highlighting the social impact of drought. This
folksong narrates misery of people during drought. They are forced to eat
leaf and forced to migrate. Yet, they suffer the inevitable hunger and even
after migrating to nearby cities they are forced to live in slums.
Folktales from Maharashtra have highlighted hunger conditions caused
by drought in several parts of the state. A collection of Maharashtra
folktales by Sheorey (1973) has mentioned several stories on hunger and
related social problems.
Another Telugu folktale explains how a drought caused war between
kings. According to this folktale, mentioned by Pattanayak and Claus
(1986), the Katamaraju epic in Telugu oral tradition describe the severe
drought conditions. The Yadava king had migrated with his people to the
fertile lands of Nellore, where situation led to a battle (Pattanayak and
Claus, 1986).
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6. Mitigative Folklore and Preventive Practices
In semi-arid regions of Maharashtra, where drought is quite frequent, the
approach of the government found a place is orality. As this Marathi
proverb says:
Dushkal he asmani nasoon, sultani aahe
[Drought does not occur due to lack of rains, but it happens due to poor
governance.].
This Marathi saying highlights the role of the government in prevailing
drought condition.
Preventive measures against drought are observed at community level.
The local communities give utmost importance to conservation of sacred
grove. It serves the purpose of vegetation conservation as well as buffer
stock during the drought.
In Kannada folklore, there are many stories about drought and hunger
resulting in migrations to safer places. These folklores, thus, depict both the
cause and effect. An example is stated here:
‘The rain god brought poverty to her parents. The drought in the
kingdom forced them all to leave and wander through the land.’
(Ramanujan, 1997).
The traditional societies have tried to continue the concept of sacred
grove either out of fear or respect for God and ancestral spirits or due to the
utilitarian values of biodiversity. Many sacred groves hold water resources
in form of springs, ponds, lakes, streams, rivers. They provide a dependable
source of water for organisms living in and around the sacred groves and
reduce forest fires and help soil and water conservation (Panda, 2015).
Worship of rice plant during the drought is ancient practice of drought
response. (Fowler-Smith, 2009). Drought mitigation strategies discussed in
Athrva Veda and Arthashastra (4th Century BC) became part of folklore and
form basis of coping mechanisms extant at community level today (Pareek
and Trivedi, 2011).
Tree veneration helps in conversing some tree species with highest
utility. The Banyan, Pipal, Neem and Tulsi are among the trees and plants
that all Hindus consider scared. Other trees are considered sacred in certain
districts and during certain conditions.
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The observations and experiences that gathered in oral traditions by
several generations have helped the local communities in formulating
resilient practices by predictive and mitigative measures. Owing to its
resilient nature, Indian cultural traditions have helped survive recurring
natural disasters (Junghare, 2017; Paulraj and Andharia 2015).

7. Conclusions
This study analyses the nature of Indian orality in context of various
aspects of drought. These folk traditions and rituals are found to be
predictive, alleviating and explanatory in nature. These traditions not only
predict the drought, but also explain the reasons behind forthcoming drought
based on the seasonality and the crop yield.
Panchatantra tales mentioning drought prophecies, continue to be a part
of modern Indian folklore (Brown, 1919). These Indian oral stories can be
found in almost every part of India. Ghagh’s sayings based on seasons are
found to be predictive and remedial for drought and drought like situation.
As much of Indian oral traditions are linked to Hindu religious practices and
rituals pertaining to nature worship, they have deep rooted spiritual links.
Resilience towards drought is expressed in predictive proverbs and
folklores. Diverse and accommodative nature of Indian spirituality
facilitates the acceptance of people from different cultural and linguistic
backgrounds.
There is speculation that tradition of orality could be declining due to
urbanization. As observed by (Balbo et al., 2016) urbanization led to
deterioration of generalized ecological knowledge. In urban centres,
agriculture related weather observation is no longer needed. People don’t
have to worry about agricultural production. Hence the oral traditions
regarding weather and climate gradually disappear from the memory of
urban life. This also caused physical and cognitive detachment of humans
from the environment.
Religious conversion has negative impact on oral traditions and
indigenous knowledge. Among the many traditional rituals which were
practiced by the community over generations, only handful left today as the
population converted to Christianity. In North-Eastern states of India, this
impact is very visible. With the coming of Christianity, many of the ancient
traditions were considered pagan and mystical and ceased to be practiced
within the community (Paulraj and Andharia, 2015).
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A better understanding of the traditional knowledge of weather and
climate events is important for disaster risk reduction (Berkes, 2009, Paulraj
and Andharia, 2015). There is a need to explore continuation of folklore and
oral traditions in modern cultural expression. The traditional orality could be
integrated with modern approach for drought management. Those oral
traditions can be studied to understand peoples’ perspective of disasters like
droughts, should be emphasized through more intensive studies and
research.
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